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CL 1f0 Calibrating - Finishing Sander.

10 is the ideal calibrating-finishing sanderfor ioineries and small-medium sized industries for its simplicity and versatility.
it is particularly suitable for machining rough and solid wood, as well as veneer, particle board and core pânels, it can alsb
finish sanding of lacquer coated panels.

The rational compact design, fruit of attentive ergonomic study, and the colour scheme adopted, perfectly harmonize the CL 'l 10 with
its surroundings.
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Practical controls.

The control board is characterized by the differently coloured groups chosen to
enable an immediate identification and visive control of all the operat¡ng and
regulation devices.

Besides this the CL110 is standardlv equipped with:
- a digital indicator for easy and accurate contfol of working table height
- a pressure gauge ior rapid control of working pressure
- arirperometõrs ãnabling easy control of main motor loads shown by amperometric

indicator.

Easy to set uP.

Group adjustment is made easier in
theCLllOby:
- pressure gauges which show working

pressure and abrasive belt tension
- rational and pract¡cal hand grips with

graduated scale for roller and pad regul-
ation

- specially designed belt insertion guide
ways plus simple blocking of groups
help to reduce replacement t¡mes.

lncreased versat¡l¡ty.

Various executions can be obtained
from the basic structure of the CL 110
in order to meet customer request,
enabling machine to be supplied to suit
user working requirements.

lncreased operat¡ng safety.

The CL 110 is equipped with over-
load switch protection to protect the
calibrating and sanding group electric
motors from overload or oPerating
errors.

The CL1 10 is also fitted with safety
devices ensuring the automatic intervent
ion of the pneumat¡c brakes in the event
of belt breakage or loss of air pressure.
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. CL llO:for calibrating and sanding solid wood, chipboard,
frames and veneer Panels.

Basic version of the GL1 lOcalibrates and sands solid wood, veneer panels,

frames and chipboard. The machine is made up as follows:

- Calibrating group with steel roller

- A finishing èanding group with semi-stiff and stiff pads synchronized with speed
adjustment

- Automat¡c feed belt tracking

GL l lO: for calibrating and sand¡ng sol¡d wood' veneer panels,
frames.chipboard and honey-comb panels.

ln order to sand honey-cOmb panels as well as solid woOd, veneer panels, frames

"nd 
cñìóoo"io, ine cl ito is equ¡pped with. a pad whose -elasticitv enables it to

maintairi a uniform pressure on slightly uneven honey-comb surfaces'

GL 110: to sand a ser¡es of panels of slightly different thicknesses.

To enaþle constant and uniform sanding, basic model is equipped with floating
table on reàuest, which tãkes up any slight thickness discrepancies in a series of
panels.- 

Besides this, during pre-sanding,it is possible to determine cut by adjusting
front presser.
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CL 11O: for sanding finish coated surfaces.

On request, the basic model of the CL 11O can be equipped with the following
items to sand finish coated surface:
- sanding group with continuously variable feed speed from 4,S to 17 m/sec to en-

able choice of abrasive belt cutting speed to sand finish coated panels
- inflatable pad for core panels
- electronic programmer which ensures utmost accuracy in pad operation
- powered pressure rollers to ensure constant and uniform feeding
- buffing roller (scotch-brite) on outfeed table to improve finish of finish coated surfa-

ces
- blowers on sanding group for cleaning and cooling abrasive belt, increasing belt life.

CC 11O: for calibrating of solid and rough timber when deep
cuts are to be performed.

A calibrating group substitutes the sanding group of the basic model for this type
of work. Both calibrating groups have rollers of different hardness to enable the first
one (rubber covering 85 Sh") to remove a larger portion of material and the second
(65 Sh') to perform a lighter, more accurate cut.

CC 11O: for calibrating and sand¡ng solid wood, ch¡p board, honey
comb, veneer and f¡n¡sh coated surfaces.

The CC 1 1 0 enables sanding of veneer, cupboard doors, short components up to
130 mm and finish coated surfaces by equipping basic version with:
- 2nd roller coated in 18-20 Sh'. rubber to enable sanding of rough and finish coated

surfaces such as cupboard doors and honey comb
- 2nd group with constantly variable feed speed from 4,5 to 17 m/second to enable

choice of abrasive belt cutting speed according to sanding requirements for rough
or finish coated surfaces

- floating table to take up eventual thickness differences in components to be
sanded

- outfeed scotch-brite roller to improve finish of paint.coated surfaces
- blowers on 2nd group for cleaning and cooling of abrasive belt.
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